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Chapter 5
 “A Little Truth”

     The Delta V soared through space with a new found pride and air of esteem about it. 
John and his computer, Delta, had proven that they were the best.  Having won the 
Admiral Davidson's Pilot Competition, they were headed home.
     “You were great back there, Delta,” said John to the computer.  “I'm so proud of 
you.”
     “No, we were great,” replied Delta.
     “And now we have an unlimited flight permit!” exclaimed John.  “Bright Light 
Deliveries is back in business!”
     
     Meanwhile, sinister things were afoot at the Galactic Council.  In a small office on 
the twenty first floor of the building the Speaker of the House was meeting with a rather 
unconventional guest.
     “Do whatever it takes!” barked the Speaker of the House.  “I can not have that cargo 
pilot flying around unchecked with an unlimited flight permit!  What were they 
thinking!”
     The pirate to whom he was speaking just chuckled; one of those evil chuckles that 
burned with the fires of Hades.  “Be assured, Mr. Speaker, I have an armada of fifty 
ships surrounding them now.  Your problem will be eradicated very soon!”
     “Excellent!” replied the Speaker.

      And sure enough, fifty armed pirate ships hung in the darkness of space awaiting 
their prey.  They were cloaked in the electrical pulses of a nearby Nebula, making them 
almost invisible to any scanners; almost.
     “John!” exclaimed Delta. “I am picking up fifty unidentified vessels approaching us 
from just outside the Chaldron Nebula.”
     John laughed slightly.  “Well, this should be interesting.”
     “Incoming transmission,” announced Delta.
     The captain of the pirate fleet appeared on the screen.  “John, we have you 
surrounded...”
      “Geez,” interrupted John, “I didn't know we were on a first name basis; I'm afraid 
you have me at a disadvantage there.”
      Ignoring him the pirate continued, “surrender your ship immediately and...”
      “Hm,” John interrupted again.  He was enjoying this. “Aren't you going to say 



'Argh?'”
      This time he threw the pirate off a little.  “What?” He paused for a moment.  “Why 
would I say 'Argh?'”
     “Well you are a pirate aren't you,” replied John.  “Isn't that what...  oh, never mind!”
     “You have no weapons and no escort,” continued the pirate.  “Surrender you ship 
immediately and nobody gets hurt.”
    John laughed.  “Delta sweetie, give the mean old pirate our answer!”
    Without warning a laser torrent popped out of the front of the Delta V and fired 
several shots at the ship immediately in front of them.  Their shields were down and so 
fire tore across their haul and consumed the ship.  A few seconds later it exploded in a 
ball of flames!  Startled, the other pirates scrambled to get their shields up and prepare 
for battle.
     “Battle mode! Now!” yelled John.
     All over the ship weapons popped up out of the haul!  Several things flipped around 
to reveal laser canons.   Armed to the teeth, the Delta V lunged forward into battle.
     John sent a quick reply to the pirate captain, “Oh, didn't I mention that I'm not really 
a pirate's fan!”
     At first the pirate ships dived towards the Delta V, eager to subdue their opponent, but 
as ship after ship exploded into little pieces of rubble they began to retreat.  Delta chased 
them into the nebula firing wildly.  Explosions ripped across the hauls of the pirate ships 
as Delta fired and fired.  One by one the ships began to weaken and explode.  Brilliant 
flashes of fire lit the darkness of space.
     “Oops, little pirates go boom boom!” joked Delta like a little kid.
     Inside the nebula the pirates were having trouble navigating.  The electrical charges 
were interfering with their instruments, however, Delta seemed completely unaffected. 
She continued to fire and fire, ripping wings and tails off of the pirate ships, tearing 
through their hauls, and breaking their view screens.  The debris of the battle floated 
around them like a large grave yard of ships.  Then two more shots and there was only 
one pirate ship left.  He charged out of the Nebula and disappeared into the void of 
space, leaving a trail of debris behind him.
     “Weapons, stealth mode,” commanded John.
     All the laser canons turned and spun until they were in position, and then they 
disappeared into the haul of the ship.  Delta V stood there, once again appearing to be a 
defenseless cargo ship.
     “Well that was fun!” exclaimed John.  “Now let's see if Jack has any assignments for 
us.”
     “Dad,” responded Delta, “it's good to hear you sounding cheerful again.”
     Never at all concerned or even surprised that the computer calls him 'dad,' John 
replied, “Well sweetie, I guess it feels good to be stopping the bad guys again.  It feels 
like, just maybe, my life as purpose again.


